
Project
Manager
Location: UK
Role Type: Permanent - Full Time
Job Location: London / Home Working



About Sagacity

Founded in 2005, we are a dynamic data solutions company dedicated to helping organisations solve complex business challenges. Our client’s 

satisfaction is of primary importance to us and we are proud to own a World Class +82 Net Promoter Score. Combining our data solutions with our 

delivery capabilities and tailored approach, we work with clients across the Water, Energy, Telecoms, Financial Services and Housing sectors to 

achieve a common goal.

Sagacity addresses core problems that exist for clients within the lifecycle of their customers; Reducing Bad Debt, Improving Revenue & Margin 

and Optimising Value through our five core solutions; Customer Data Management, Credit Risk, Revenue Assurance, Value Based Management and 

Consulting. We help our clients to extract maximum value by joining the dots between data, people, policies, processes and systems.

We believe that the reason for our World Class Net Promoter Score is because of the talent we employ and nurture, our team environment as well as 

our ethos – for us it is a mindset thing...

We are a purpose led company and we believe that purpose comes before profit. We believe that if we achieve our purpose then everything else will 

follow. From a client perspective that means we engage to deliver successful client outcomes rather than limiting ourselves to delivering contracted 

outputs. Delivering outputs delivers the contract. Joining the dots delivers the outcome.
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Responsibilities

Working as part of a programme team to provide project management and business analysis expertise. You will be a flexible, self-motivated 

individual with experience of working on a number of concurrent projects.

•   Co-ordination of internal/external meetings and workshops including chairing project meetings

•   Preparation of material and reporting in accordance with agreed programme governance

•   Maintaining/updating/ collating weekly project status reports and actions, issues and risk logs and contacting project team members appropriately

•   Ongoing monitoring and management of the Programme Plan (once established)

•   Maintaining and monitoring resource schedules, flagging up any issues/conflicts

•   Submitting the risk/issues log for review

•   Attending meetings/workshops producing minutes and chasing up actions when required

•   Management of deliverables on the project shared drive i.e. version control; deliverables tracking etc.

•   Covering general administrative duties

•   Supporting the Programme Manager in day to day activities required to deliver the project

•  Responsible for documenting and mapping AS IS operational processes including interviewing operatives, managers, conducting workshops and 

•   gaining process approvals

•   Responsible for documenting and mapping TO BE operational processes including interviewing operatives, managers, conducting workshops and

•   gaining approvals for the new enduring processes

•   Responsible for ensuring that Business Requirements are fully developed and documented

•   Ensure that the business requirements are analysed fully, with appropriate engagement from the business teams including the review of current 

•   processes and data sources
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•   Co-ordinate the definition and documentation of Acceptance Criteria for the acceptance of the solution prior to go live

•   Ensure that a full impact assessment is carried out with the delivery teams within agreed timescales

•   Act as an interface between the business and delivery teams

•   Act as the central control point for business analysis activities including working with client and third party supplier business analysts and technical 

•   teams, as appropriate

•   Track requirements through the delivery phase and ensure compliance

•   Provide assistance and support for the definition of the operational processes and procedures

•   Assist the business to produce workarounds where requirements cannot be met fully

•   Responsible for ensuring that the User Acceptance Test Data is defined and agreed

•   Support the User Acceptance Testing activity and act as the main interface between the business and technical teams

Principle Accountabilities
•   Production and management of key project documents e.g. PID, AIRs etc.

•   Creation and management of the Project Plan

•   Maintenance of the Resource Schedule

•   Preparation and publication of Weekly Progress Reports

•   Process mapping

•   Business Requirements

•   Gap Analysis between the Business Requirements and Solution Design

•   Documented Acceptance Criteria with input from all impacted business areas

•   User Acceptance Test data definition and support
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Requirements

Knowledge and Experience
Essential:         Desirable:
•   Proven Project Management skills (MSP, Prince II)   •   PMO experience

•   Business analysis skills       •   Coaching / training

•   Stakeholder management       •   Telecoms background

•   Strong documentation

Personal Profile:
•   An exceptional focus on delivery

•   Ability to learn and adapt quickly

•   Ability to grasp new concepts

•   Team working

•   Flexibility



People at Sagacity

Success in any business is ultimately about its people; their skills, personality, attitude, qualities, dedication and enthusiasm. We recognise the value of 

our people and their commitment to working together as a team, but equally between ourselves and our clients.

Our consultants are often personally recommended and undergo rigorous screening to ensure they share the qualities that are integral to our 

business. They naturally have an outstanding level of skill in their areas of expertise, many with significant operational experience within our key 

industry sectors.

At Sagacity, we:

•   believe working with our clients, in collaboration, delivers better results

•   coach & mentor our clients’ teams so our solutions live on after our assignment ends

•   believe in delivering benefits as we go along

If you would like to join a unique working environment, with a sociable culture, where work is done a little bit differently – and we believe ‘better’ - 

then we look forward to hearing from you!
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